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FAVORITE QUOTES
We should be well into our New Year’s resolutions, so this month’s quotes are all about “Perseverance!” I
hope you will find the collection inspiring and helpful.
_____________
Don’t be afraid to give your best to what seemingly are small jobs. Every time you conquer one it makes you
that much stronger. If you do the little jobs well, the big ones will tend to take care of themselves.

—Dale Carnegie
Victory belongs to the most persevering.
—Napoleon Bonaparte
Perseverance is the hard work you do after you get tired of doing the hard work you already did.
—Newt Gingrich
Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try just one more time.
—Thomas Alva Edison

Never, never, never give up!
—Winston Churchill
It’s only salvation that lasts forever. Never give up, and one day you will find yourself saying, “I remember
when….”
—Felicita “Terry” Robinson

When the Sisters are exhausted, up to their eyes in work; when all seems to go awry, they spend an hour in
prayer before the Blessed Sacrament. This practice has never failed to bear fruit: they experience peace and
strength.
—Mother Teresa

No rock is so hard but a little wave may beat it into admission in a thousand years.
—Lord Alfred Tennyson
Your persistence is your measure of faith in yourself.
—Unknown Source

When you get into a tight place and everything goes against you, till it seems as though you could not hold on a
minute longer, never give up then, for that is just the place and time that the tide will turn.
—Harriet Stowe

When the world says, “Give up,” Hope whispers, “Try it one more time.”
— Author Unknown

The race is not always to the swift, but to those who keep on running.
—Author unknown
If things start happening, don’t worry, don’t stew, just go right along and you’ll start happening too.
— Dr. Seuss
Nobody trips over mountains. It is the small pebble that causes you to stumble. Pass all the pebbles in your
path and you will find you have crossed the mountain.
—Author Unknown

I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, neither, yet
bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet favour to the men of skill; but time and
chance happeneth to them all.
—Ecclesiastes 9:11

Perseverance is a great element of success. If you only knock long enough and loud enough at the gate, you are
sure to wake somebody.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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